I present the procedure for integrating out quantum fields whose mass M is well above the Hubble scale H in de Sitter space. The effective interaction and density matrix are explicitly computed for a simple example and are found to be of order H/M , are nonlocally distributed in time and contain a highly oscillatory phase. This radical departure from the static space-time result demonstrates that these new tools are necessary for constructing effective inflationary potentials. The effective coupling naturally forms a perturbative series in the relative energy transferred ∆E/M , whose coefficients can then be compared to observation.
Introduction
One of the major endeavors of modern theoretical physics is to understand quantum field theory in timedependent backgrounds [1] . While long of formal interest, this is now of practical importance given current and future cosmological data [2] which can discern between competing models of inflation [3] [4] [5] [6] and possibly even quantum gravity such as superstring theory.
Recent developments [7] [8] [9] have allowed the computation of primordial correlation function corrections from high-energy physics in quasi-de Sitter space. Although these are of interest for making connection to the cosmological data, a more fundamental question is how to construct the low-energy effective action of such a highenergy model. This effective action can then be used for any purpose, without knowledge of the original highenergy action. In flat space-time this construction is trivial: the Green's function for a heavy field can be expanded around the low-energy limit,
This effective interaction is local and its magnitude of order 1/M 2 . An expanding background (such as quaside Sitter space occurring during inflation), on the other hand, mixes the energy scales in such a way that a new set of tools is called for [10] . Previous studies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have attempted to address this question but did not allow for energy non-conservation or a non-trivial density matrix.
In this article we take the first step in this direction. We begin with the action of a light field coupled to a heavy one in de Sitter space-time. The heavy field is then integrated out using the techniques developed in [7] [8] [9] , yielding an effective potential and density matrix for the light field. The result will differ markedly from the flat space-time result of (1).
Effective Action
We will consider the theory containing light field fluctuations ϕ coupled to a heavy field χ:
(2) The UV vacuum is assumed to be Bunch-Davies [18] . The fact that this is an unstable potential need not worry us as we are only concerned with the perturbative interactions to illustrate the effective action construction.
The Schwinger-Keldysh (or "in-in") formalism is the appropriate one for non-equilibrium systems [19] . Definē
Performing the path integral over the χ-field yields the action (F ≡ χχ is the Wightman function and G R ≡ i χX the retarded Green's function for the heavy field)
These interactions are shown in Figure 1 By transforming into comoving momentum-space and comoving time τ , the interaction term in (4) corresponding to diagram A can be written
where I have not written the integrals over k but assume that k 12 ≡ k 1 + k 2 = k 3 + k 4 , and
is the WKB approximation for the free field solution of the heavy field. Now expand eachφΦ-pair (with the scale factorsquared removed) in its Fourier conjugate,
Note that ω can take positive and negative values, a crucial point in what follows. While in more general cases we would Fourier expand theφ, Φ fields separately, in this case we will only be concerned with the sum of their frequencies and so we can consider the two fields together. This expansion allows us to perform the integrals over interaction times. Consider the first configuration,
exp
As observed previously [7] this can be rescaled via u ≡ H M τ which allows a stationary phase approximation for ω > k at the condition
which is solved to yield the (rescaled) time of interaction
The vertex (8) can then be evaluated to leading order in H/M to be
A similar vertex, but with the heavy field conjugated, can be evaluated in a similar way for ω < −k. This produces an identical answer but with opposite phase:
The interaction term (5) can then be expressed in terms of these vertex functions as
Thus the two interactions occur at different times depending on the relative value of ω 1 and ω 2 , producing a rapidly oscillating phase factor in C 1 C * 1 . Now defining the frequencies
the oscillating part of C 1 C * 1 can be approximated as
is the average inverse time between the two interactions [9] . To understand what this approximation means, multiply the stationary phase condition (9) by H|τ c | allowing one to define the interaction energy as
This provides an estimate of the energy transferred through the virtual heavy field, which we assume is small:
This is precisely what we would expect: if the energy transferred is of order M , we shouldn't try to construct an effective theory in which all modes above M have been integrated out. For now, we keep only the leading term in the expansion of |Ωū c | 1. Inverting the Fourier transform of (7), and using the rescaled coordinates u ≡ τ H/M , U ≡ T H/M , the action becomes
The integral over Ω then constrains the average time τ to be near the stationary phaseτ c ,
Summing the two integration regions in (13) means only the real part is kept for diagram A. Finally, consider the integral overω:
The steep exponential decay ensures that the bulk of the contribution is either in the neighborhoods ofω = k 12 orū c (ω) = u. In the former case, the leading behavior is the linear exponential exp − M H 2 , giving a negligible total result. The latter gives a much softer Gaussian exp − M H 2 2 . Thus we choose the latter, and approximateω ≈ k 2 12 + u −2 + for small which we formally extend over the whole axis: The effective interaction for diagram A can then be written in the form
where the effective quartic coupling is
This is the main result of this article. The effective coupling (15) is explicitly scale-invariant since the 1/τ in I 1 will cancel the dT in the measure. Figure 2 shows the distribution as a function of u and U , illustrating the delocalization, rapid phase oscillation, and behavior crossover when |u|k 12 ∼ 1.
Diagrams B and C
The action for diagrams B and C is similar to (5), 
